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2020 has been a huge wakeup call, to wake us up from deep slumber of; sense of
separation, I-me-myself, disrespecting life, destroying nature and acting god. This
has led to catastrophic events in recent past and we cannot predict any glorious
future either, UNLESS — we are willing to expand our perception and change our
direction.
2021 is not just a new year, but a new era. It is the beginning of a great chance,
a great renaissance of sorts and for the first time in human history...

‘TIME IS LOOKING AT US WITH HOPE’
Hope for our sanity, healing, growth & awakening
As collective humanity, we have the necessary intelligence & tools to decode these
clear cosmic messages and re-calibrate our existence on Earth.

FIVE PROFOUND MESSAGES

Here are the 5 messages which can change the ‘future course of Humanity’

1

ONENESS

Ego divides, Heart
unites

Be aware not to entertain any thought, influence or impulse that
divides and creates a sense of separation. For ego dwells in
separation and heart rejoices in union.
We are all part of nature and not separate from it, so live as
naturally as possible. Nature will heal & nurture your being.
And it is time to expand the boundaries of your family – be
inclusive – inclusiveness leads to joy (which we all are looking for)
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INNER HARMONY:

Bring your thoughts, words & actions into perfect harmony. This
inner harmony creates a way for outer harmony. Happiness
follows this harmony—always

ECO SYSTEM

We need a strong eco-system to uplift individual and collective
consciousness. Let this community be our extended family. This
conscious community will be our nourishing support

EMBRACE DIVERSITY

Diversity is the beauty of nature, without it life becomes dull—
colourless. Embrace this diversity across all life forms; and at all
levels—physical, psychological, ideological and spiritual. Human
consciousness expands in diversity

Way for Outer
Harmony

Invest in building a
community

It makes Life
beautiful

CELEBRATE LIFE

we all come with an
expiry date

Life’s law is abundance. We can create abundance of self created
misery or abundance of love, wisdom and celebration. We cannot
push our expiry date, so let’s choose wisely and use every little
opportunity to celebrate life and be awakened

With this, I hope
you will allow your inner Agni (fire)
to be ignited by the supreme will
and play your part well
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Your own awakening will create a
whole new awakened humanity
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